Promoting A Positive and Proactive Attitude to Study
Rubric
Red
Yellow
Works
-rarely seems to know what to do -knows what to do some of the
Independently
-tasks often incomplete or only
time
marginally after much
-completes tasks with some
prompting
assistance
-little attempt to use resources
-satisfactory use of resources
-easily distracts
-sometimes distracted

Green
-knows what to do most of
the time
-completes tasks with
minimal assistance and some
confidence most of the time
-proficient use of resources
-minimally distracted
-assumes leadership role
under direction or actively
supports leader
-accepts different roles most
of the time
-shares idea freely
-listens and accepts the
opinions of others and is
willing to compromise
-usually gets along with
others
-often encourages others to
stay on task

Teamwork

-avoids a leadership role
-rarely accepts different roles
-rarely offers ideas
-rarely listens to others
-needs constant encouragement
to stay on task

-willing to work with leaders
-accepts different roles some of
the time
-needs encouragement to
express ideas
-passive listener
-generally gets along with others
-needs occasional
encouragement to stay on task

Organization

-little or no evidence of tracking
of deadlines
-little evidence of an attempt to
maintain a notebook
-solution and arguments often
lack detail of thought
-manages time with limited
effectiveness
-often has trouble locating
required resources in reasonable
time
-regularly has trouble meeting
deadlines

- makes limited use of an
agenda or organizer
-notebook exists but somewhat
messy or disorganized
-solutions and arguments lack
detail of thought some of the
time
-manages time with moderate
effectiveness
-can locate required resources
but takes time
-sometimes need to renegotiate
or misses deadlines

-makes frequent use of an
agenda or organizer
-notebook well organized
with all notes secure most of
the time
- solutions and arguments
have appropriate detail to
demonstrate logical
reasoning most of the time
- can locate required
resources quickly most of the
time
-meets deadlines of the time

Work Habits/
Homework

-often arrives late
-often lacks proper supplies
-little effort and few attempts to
compete homework
-takes little interest in or
contributes little to class
discussions
-rarely on task
-follows directions with
moderate effectiveness

-arrives late some of the time
-lacks proper supplies some of
the time
-usually attempts to compete
assigned homework
-makes some effort to complete
and correct notes during class
discussion of homework
-occasionally involved in class
discussions
-inconsistently on task
-follows direction with
moderate effectiveness

Initiative

-routinely requires prompting to
complete a task
-lacks motivation
-does not make-up missed work
-rarely seeks clarification and
declines opportunities for extra
help
-rarely volunteers answers

-requires regular prompting to
complete a task
-displays some self motivation
-occasionally makes up missed
work
-occasionally seeks clarification
appropriately
-accepts extra help
-responds to questions at times
and even generates questions
sometimes

-arrives on time for class
most of the time
-comes prepared with all
supplies most of the time
-usually completes assigned
homework
-competes a moderate
amount of correction of
homework
-contributes regularly to class
discussions
-usually on task
-follow directions with
considerable effectiveness
-occasionally requires
prompting by others to
complete task
-displays appropriate self
motivation
-takes responsibility for
making up missed work
-seeks clarification
comfortably
-requests extra help when
needed
-responds to questions &
respectfully generates
relevant questions

